Abstract
Source of material

Experimental details
To reduce errors introduced by insufficient corrections of absorption effects, it was attempted to grind acrystal sphere in order to apply aspherical absorption correction in the course of data processing. The grinding produced an ellipsoid, whose deviation from spherical is characterized by the given max, mid and min crystal dimensions.
Discussion
In continuation of our studies on crystal chemistry, metal-water interaction and system of hydrogen bonds in different series of Tutton salts (Rb sulfates [1] , Rb selenates [2] , Cs sulfates [3] , Cs selenates [4] , Ksulfate [5] , Kselenates [6] ) by single crystal and powder X-ray diffraction experiments we determined the so far unknown crystal structures of the compounds of the thallium sulfate series. As all other before studied Tutton salts, they are isotypic. Due to scattering power of Tl and data errors introduced by insufficient correct for the large absorption, the hydrogen positions could not be determined by difference Fourier mapping, as done in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, all hydrogen coordinates were calculated from the linear correlations
vs the cation radius R(M I )(M I =K,Rb, Cs), derived for each of the 6i ndependend hydrogen bonds of the so far studied compounds. The evaluation of th O-H···Ob ond lengths and angles yielded resonable hydrogen coordinates for the title compounds. During the structure refinements, these predicted hydrogen coordinates were kept fixed, contrary to acommon variable isotropic thermal displacement parameter, assigned to all hydrogens atoms. In all cases, the agreement indices were significantly lowered by introducing the Hatoms into the models, e.g., R1
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